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BEVERLY HILLS DINING 
Beverly Hills' eclectic, international selection of restaurants represents the pinnacle of Southern California 
dining embracing modern pillars of luxury.  From local and sustainable sourcing to elevated culinary techniques 
that reinvigorate traditional methods, the Golden Triangle showcases eateries alongside opulent retailers. On 
Restaurant Row on La Cienega you’ll find Nobu Matsuhisa’s first restaurant, Matsuhisa, while on Little 
Restaurant Row, nearby on Cañon Drive, you’ll find event more choices from around the globe. 

With sun-soaked glamour and lush farmers’ markets, the city attracts chefs from around the globe. Beverly Hills’ 
culinary scene continues to see impressive growth with buzzy 2023 openings, including beloved New York 
institution Dante’s debut at The Maybourne Beverly Hills, coastal Mediterranean at The Waldorf Astoria Beverly 
Hills’ Espelette, Funke by Evan Funke of Mother Wolf and Felix Trattoria, and the revival of Sinatra-loved La 
Dolce Vita. Renowned Chef Daniel Boulud will soon bring Café Boulud to Mandarin Oriental Residences Beverly 
Hills in spring 2024. 

MICHELIN RECOGNIZED 
With more than 10 noteworthy restaurants in the MICHELIN Guide, the city is home to celebrity chefs, historic 
restaurants, mouthwatering steakhouses, wine bars, cigar bars & lounges to suit every taste. Celebrated 
Australian Chef, Curtis Stone’s, Maude, Gucci Osteria da Massimo Boturra and Nozawa Bar boast one star, 
respectively. Kazan, which features the “Rolls Royce of Ramen” is proudly recognized as a Bib Gourmand while 
CUT by Wolfgang Puck is recognized as an honorable mention.  Legendary names helm time-tested concepts and 
innovative offshoots, like Wolfgang Puck’s Spago, or Chef Nozawa’s popular Sugar Fish. Other iconic venues 
include Jon & Vinny’s complete with an espresso bar and aperitivo hour, Vietnamese fusion restaurant 
Crustacean and celebrity hotspot The Hideaway, a Mexican steakhouse complete with “Press for Tequila” buttons 
at select booths. 

AL FRESCO DINING 
Few experiences capture the California lifestyle quite as completely as dining al fresco in Beverly Hills. Dining 
spots such as 208 Rodeo Restaurant and Il Pastaio offer tasty dishes served at sidewalk tables, perfect for 
catching a glimpse of a famous passersby. At The Belvedere at The Peninsula Beverly Hills and Polo Lounge at 
Beverly Hills Hotel, visitors will find private patio enclaves right in the heart of the city. Rooftop restaurants such 
as The Rooftop by JG at Waldorf Astoria Beverly Hills and Santo’lina at The Beverly Hilton serve a range of small 
bites, full meals and specialty cocktails set high above the city, offering panoramic views of Beverly Hills and 
surrounding Los Angeles sites. 

HEALTHY AND NUTRITIOUS 
California’s reputation for pushing the boundaries of health-conscious menus comes to life in Beverly Hills, 
where diet-friendly venues cater to all palates. These outposts call on the state’s abundant and flavorful fruits 
and vegetables while staying up-to-date on the latest health trends, dietary restrictions, and eclectic organic 
ingredients. Popular options include Beverly Hills’ first walk-up window smoothie bar, Planet Smoothie, Thai 
Vegan for a new twist on Thai, vegan-based bakery, Chaumont Vegan, which turns out healthy, organic 
iterations of baked delicacies.  
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